LIST OF NATURE COAST INTERGROUP MOTIONS

1/30/2011:-to set Nov 6th as date of Gratitude Dinner—Passed.

2/27/2011:-to forgive hotline chair for overage incurred on hotline phone—Passed.

3/27/2011:-to table further discussion of hotline overage—Passed.

4/17/2011:-to take Faithful Fivers proposal to the groups—Passed.

5/22/2011:-to ask the groups to provide entrees for Gratitude Dinner—Passed.

6/26/2011:-to renew bookstore lease for six months—Passed.

7/31/2011:-to enable Intergroup picnic in cooperation with Floral City group—Passed.

8/28/2011:-to allow Bookstore to handle 12th Step calls---Passed.

8/28/2011:-to table further discussion of handling 12th Step calls—Passed.

9/25/2011:-to hold Holiday Alkathons in Holder—Passed.

11/20/2011:-to protect monthly minutes on website with a password—Defeated.

12/29/2011:-to close the Bookstore—Passed.

3/25/2012:-to allow Darral M. as manager to deal with issues of furniture and inventory from closed
Bookstore as he saw fit---Passed.

3/25/2012:-to change Article Four of the bylaws so that it would read as follows “Officers shall be
elected for a term of two years, none serving in that capacity for longer than four consecutive years,
with capacity defined as a specific position such as secretary”.-----Passed.

5/20/2012:-to table discussion of furniture and inventory from Bookstore—Passed.

7/29/2012:--To discontinue bookstore service and liquidate the inventory.-------Passed.

8/26/2012:--to provide seed money to the Floral City groups for an end of Summer picnic to be held
at Club Recovery-------Defeated.

10/28/2012:--to table discussion of a proposal to go from group to group in order to encourage more
participation in the affairs of Intergroup-------Passed.

1/27/2013:--to rent a Post Office Box in Crystal River--------------Passed.

4/28 2013:-to give editorship of the Journal to Babette V.----------Passed.

4/28/2013:-to provide Chairperson Rick T. with a password for retrieving information from
news@ncintergroup.com along with the option of giving the password to others at his discretion----Passed.

4/28/2013:-to partner with District 28 in hosting a Founders Day Breakfast--------Passed.

7/28/2013:- that the Trustees make a recommendation about the disbursement of funds over and
above a prudent reserve and that the group representatives then vote on it----------Passed.

8/25/2013:-that November 10th be the date for this year’s Gratitude Dinner-----Passed.

8/25/2013:- that November 17th be the backup date for this year’s Gratitude Dinner-----Passed.

8/25/2013:- that all suitable venues for Gratitude Dinner go to the hat for decision------Passed.

8/25/2013:- that the ticket price for this year’s Gratitude Dinner be $2.00 rent permitting—Passed.

